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India's rural areas count on a good monsoon season. There is growing optimism in India's rural areas after a good
monsoon.

HARDtalk was moved to in May. Breaking news[ edit ] The BBC maintains guidelines for procedures to be
taken for breaking news. World News Today â€” A daily news programme for audiences who want more
depth to their daily coverage. Spirit of Yachting â€” This series explores some of the most exciting events in
the world of sailing. BBC World News shared programming[ edit ] Between weekdays UK time, the channel
simulcasts with its sister channel, BBC World News, for the first 25 minutes of each hour with world news
shown all through the simulcasts. The ticker is removed during trails and weather forecasts. On Wednesdays,
when parliament is sitting the latter is replaced by the Daily Politics for coverage of Prime Ministers
Questions. Since May , the simulcast runs from until  While getting under the skin of this complex country
they will also be reporting on the companies and business leaders who are becoming major players in the
global economy. Third Eye â€” An examination of the economic fundamentals of twelve countries, looking
beyond balance sheets and stock markets. This simulcast is in addition to overnight simulcasts at the top of the
hour from  Both World and the BBC News Channel have also occasionally had to simulcast the same news
programme due to strike action or technical issues; this occurred in when Television Centre in London was
affected by electrical problems. The programme acts as a morning news bulletin for the Asia-Pacific region
and is broadcast as a double-headed news bulletin with Rico Hizon in Singapore and Babita Sharma in
London. This programme was previously branded as 'The World Today'. Victoria Derbyshire â€” With
original stories, exclusive interviews, audience debate and breaking news, Victoria Derbyshire and Joanna
Gosling present the BBC's new daily news and current affairs programme. The place to come for intelligent
and challenging conversation. The graphics relaunch in January has since seen the globe sting replaced by a
red strapline to highlight the breaking story immediately. In March the channel started showing Newsnight at 
Bundock and Thompson present Business Live on weekdays at  As part of a major BBC corporate redesign
which included a new logo for the corporation on 4 October the channel received its first main refresh on 9
November , the day BBC News 24 was launched. Horizons â€” Hosts Adam Shaw and Saima Mohsin travel
the world speaking with the companies and individuals who are shaping the way humankind will live over the
next decade. For foreign news, first a "generic minute" is recorded, then reports are to World Service radio,
then the reporter talks to any other programmes that are on air. To complement this, a permanent live news
ticker had earlier been introduced in this had previously been in use only sporadically. Bulletins during BBC
Breakfast are presented by Sally Nugent or Mike Bushell , with the latter also appearing on other sports
bulletins on the channel. While international audiences see advertisements during the break, UK viewers see
domestic headlines. The edition of the programme replaced The World, which had been broadcast as a
simulcast on the channel between and  Dateline London â€” Foreign correspondents based in London give
their views on the week's international news. Pre-recorded programmes include: Africa Business Report â€” A
weekly look at business across the continent, talking to the people and businesses who are changing the
economic face of Africa. The PBS airings are tape-delayed on some stations. Since May , the simulcast runs
from until  News Channel updates were usually broadcast at 40 minutes past the hour between and  The
bulletin was joined in being simulcast on 10 April when the BBC News at One with British Sign Language
in-vision signing and BBC News at Six bulletins were added to the schedule following a similar format to the
News at Ten in terms of content on the channel once each simulcast ends. Headlines are usually provided at 15
minutes past the hour with a full bulletin after the bottom-of-the-hour headlines. Since , the service has gone
through several branding changes. Victoria Derbyshire Interviews â€” Uncut versions of the original stories,
exclusive interviews with Victoria Derbyshire and Joanna Gosling. The documentaries showcase BBC
journalism at its best with programmes that expose and evaluate global topics. The World Debate â€” The
panels and contributing audiences discuss topical themes put to representatives from global politics, finance,
business, the arts, media and other areas. The design of this ticker was slightly altered with the graphics
redesign and from June turned red to indicate breaking news, as Newswatch reported viewers' confusion. The
music was changed slightly while the main colour scheme became black and red, with studios using frosted
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glass, white and red colours.


